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Figure 1: SoPhy in action: A physiotherapist is using the SoPhy interface to understand the movements of a remote patient in
a video consultation. The patient is wearing the SoPhy socks to demonstrate her improvement in walking.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the design journey of a smart clothing
system, SoPhy from the research laboratory to finally being evaluated in the hospital setting. SoPhy is a smart socks-based system,
designed to make physiotherapy video consultations effective for
assessing lower limb issues. SoPhy is the result of a 3-year journey of development, study and refinement of a research prototype
done in collaboration with a physiotherapist. Drawing on this journey, we present seven lessons that emphasize on the importance
of fostering strong collaborations with clinicians to move beyond
laboratory studies and reach the target health setting. We provide
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contextual narratives on how we designed a comfortable smart
clothing for patients; how we created an intuitive mapping of sensor data for clinicians; how we integrated hospital practice in the
system design, and how we managed the ethics clearance for the
field evaluation. We hope that these lessons are useful for HCI and
health researchers who aim to innovate the field of health but feel
restricted with the little knowledge of design and electronics.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in sensing and wearable technologies have
prompted an increased interest in exploring digital methods and
tools that can support effective assessment and treatment of patients within healthcare sector [9, 17, 24]. Smart clothing is one
such promising area that is gaining popularity because it could
enhance “our capabilities without requiring any conscious thought
or effort” [25]. This interest in smart clothing is governed by the
inherent properties of a clothing such as being personal, comfortable, adhered to the skin, and easy for use almost anywhere and
anytime [13], which makes them ideal for assessment and monitoring of patient’s conditions. Smart clothing systems embed different
sensors within their clothing line to capture useful data about the
wearer such as physiological signals or movement patterns [13, 25].
The captured data can then be communicated to the patients for
self-reflection or to their clinician for diagnostic purposes.
Despite the growing interest, little efforts have been made to
design smart clothing systems for health settings, particularly for
physical rehabilitation. On the commercial front, several companies such as Sensoria, Wearable X and Wareable have developed
smart clothing systems like smart shirts and smart yoga pants for
fitness tracking; However, these systems generally target healthy
individuals and they are yet to reach wider mainstream. On the
other hand, within HCI, majority of the technological explorations
to support rehabilitation bear the form of bands that patients can
wear around the affected body part (refer review article by [29]).
Wearable bands, however, have certain limitations when it comes
to using them for body parts like feet or elbows [19, 38]. As noted
by [38], wearables are more suitable for rigid body parts that are
relatively stable, have flesh and are towards the body’s center of
gravity. For moving body parts such as feet, they struggle to capture accurate data. Besides, wearable bands cannot offer the same
level of comfort and flexibility that a clothing can offer especially
in healthcare, where patients may have injury, swelling or pain in
the body part that needs monitoring. A smart clothing system that
combines the accuracy of wearables with the comfort of a clothing
thus becomes a more suited option for healthcare.
Developing smart clothing for healthcare is however challenging
because of its multidisciplinary nature that require one to either
collaborate or possess knowledge of engineering and design (i.e.,
hardware, software, textile design), as well as the desired context
of use (healthcare, hospital settings). In hospital settings, patients
often battle critical health conditions that require extensive care
and these conditions also affect their everyday lives and their sense
of self. Given the high stakes, there is little room for technical failures or inaccuracy that often characterize early HCI prototypes
[11, 18]. Besides, clinicians typically have significant workloads
and their priority is to care for their patients, rather than spending
time in designing and evaluating new technologies. The hospital
environment also requires adherence to strict hygiene standards,
which can be challenging for smart clothing containing electronic
components that could get damaged with washing or coming in
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contact with water. Finally, healthcare settings also work with specific rhythms of consultations and schedules and their functioning
is constrained by larger infrastructures that govern the funding,
technology infrastructures, professional and ethical standards, as
well as strict legislation [9, 11]. Hence, it is not surprising when
Blandford [10] states that HCI health technologies rarely go beyond
laboratory evaluations, and more guidance is needed to understand
the deployment and evaluation of HCI health research prototypes
in hospital settings, which this paper aims to address.
In this paper we elucidate the journey of a smart clothing system
– SoPhy, from an HCI research prototype to finally being evaluated
in a large pediatric hospital in Melbourne. Our reflections are based
on the development and field deployment of SoPhy in real-world
physiotherapy consultations conducted both face-to-face and via
telehealth (over video). SoPhy is a smart clothing system [2] that
captures lower body movements related to weight distribution, foot
orientation, and range of movement, which are otherwise challenging for physiotherapists to observe in video consultations (refer
Figure 1). SoPhy consists of two parts: (1) a pair of socks that captures a patient’s lower body movements, (2) and a web-interface
that visualizes the captured information to a remote physiotherapist
in real-time. We developed SoPhy to support the tasks of physiotherapists at the collaborating hospital, where physiotherapists
organize regular video consultations for their patients with chronic
pain conditions.
While our previous works described SoPhy system [2] and its
efficacy from clinicians’ perspective [3], we have written this paper
to provide lessons learnt for HCI researchers that often go unreported, i.e., the challenges and insights from the development of
a prototype to lab evaluation and finally to hospital deployments.
Through these lessons, our aim is to help HCI researchers and designers to understand the potential and conduct of collaborating
with clinicians, and the complexities and key factors involved in
designing for health settings. We hope that these lessons will guide
more collaborative explorations between HCI researchers, health
practitioners and patients to create technologies for real-world
impact.

2

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Cho [13] described that a smart clothing consists of the following
elements: (a) an interface that allows users to provide input and output; (b) a communication channel that supports the transfer of data
between smart clothing and other devices via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi,
(c) a data management component for the required storage, computation and data processing; (d) an energy management component
such as a battery to power the system, and finally, (e) integrated
circuits made up of semiconductor materials that help in embedding
the required intelligence in the clothing. Since smart clothing is
a form of computer, it should also satisfy the inherent properties
of both a computer technology as well as a clothing. To this end,
a smart clothing should support the following six factors [13]: (1)
Usability: It is the characteristic of a computer technology, where
the system should be easy to use and should involve few errors
in accomplishing the given task. (2) Functionality: It is the characteristic of a computer technology, which means that the system
should fulfill the specific purpose for which it is designed. (3) Safety:
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It is the characteristic of a computing technology, which means
that the system should be safe against overheating, electric shocks,
electromagnetic waves and other hazardous conditions. This factor
involves both physical and psychological safety. (4) Durability: It is
the characteristic of a clothing which means that the smart clothing
should be able to withstand repeated use, abrasion and laundering.
(5) Comfort: It is the characteristic of a clothing, which means that
the smart clothing should be convenient in wearing and that the
wearer should not feel any difference in doing the activities while
wearing it. (6) Fashion: It is the characteristic of clothing, which
means that the smart clothing should aesthetically look good.
On the other hand, Gemperle and colleagues [19] described thirteen guidelines that should be considered while designing a wearable technology. These guidelines include: (1) the placement of
device on body, (2) form of the device, (3) movements in the concerned body part, (4) human perception of space, (5) diversity in
body sizes, (6) device attachment on body, (7) containment of the
device, (8) weight of the device with respect to the body part, (9)
physical access to the device, (10) sensory active and passive interactions with the device, (11) thermal tolerance of the device, (12)
aesthetics of the device, and finally (13) long term use of the device.
After twenty years, Zeagler [38] revised the guidelines of Gemperle
and colleagues [19] based on the advancements in electronics for
wearable technologies. The researcher provided detailed mappings
on different parameters of wearables such as placement of the form
on body, appropriate size of the device for different body parts, and
appropriate weight of the form for different body parts, to guide
further development of wearable technologies. Since smart clothing
comes under the umbrella of wearable technology, these guidelines
are also applicable for designing a smart clothing. While all these
frameworks are helpful in designing a smart clothing, it is unclear
how designers and researchers incorporate them during the design
process; and whether and how they prioritize different factors based
on the project needs at different times of the development phase.
Besides, how do these factors play out in health settings, where
patients are in pain, clinicians have busy schedule and there is little
room for experimentation.
In health setting, Blandford, Furniss and others [9, 11, 18] have
extensively described the challenges of working in a hospital setting
and emphasized the values of human-centered approach to design
new technologies. For instance, the researchers have described
different strategies for collaborating with hospitals and clinical
staff and maintaining a healthy relationship; understanding the
hospital practices for getting ethics clearance; making best use of
the limited availability of the clinical staff; and making both the
researchers and clinical staff comfortable with the research aims
and methods. However, little is known how researchers manage to
take the research prototype in hospital setting for real-world use;
what roles clinicians can play in the design of a prototype; and how
to design for the hospital practice and protocols. The lack of clear
design guidelines motivated us to share the knowledge that we
gained from the development of a smart clothing that is designed
to support physiotherapy video consultations. Before we describe
our system, we offer a brief overview of what physiotherapy video
consultations are and current explorations in this space.
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2.1

Technologies for Physiotherapy Video
Consultations

Physiotherapy, also known as physical rehabilitation, focuses on
improving people’s ability to move and do everyday activities [7].
Physiotherapists observe subtle differences in the patient’s movements, e.g., smoothness in the exercises and weight distribution
patterns, to understand their recovery and to plan the therapy goals.
Physiotherapists check the patient’s full body posture, positioning
of the back, hip and feet, and also conduct a physical examination
by touching the affected part. While these subtleties are easier for
physiotherapists to observe in collocated settings (i.e., face-to-face
consultations), they are challenging to interpret in video consultations [1].
In Australia, physiotherapists are increasingly conducting video
consultations to meet the needs of patients living in remote and
rural areas [8]. The recent pandemic has further increased the
reliance of clinicians on video consultations all over the world [20].
In a video consultation, patients and physiotherapists use video
conferencing tools like Skype for the purpose of diagnostic and
therapeutic advice [37]. Our previous study [1] illustrated that video
conferencing tools like Skype alone are not sufficient to support the
clinical needs of physiotherapists, as they do not mediate a wide
variety of bodily cues. This limited understanding of the patient’s
movements over video reduced the diagnostic confidence of the
physiotherapists and made their treatment less effective in terms
of exercises (ibid).
HCI researchers are therefore, exploring the use of interactive
technologies to make video consultations effective. Mentis and colleagues [27, 28] investigated the use of Google glasses to support
organ transplantation surgeries between two remote surgeons over
video. Google Glasses mediated the first-hand view of the task-athand, i.e., organ undergoing transplantation, and supported rich
bodily information like eye gaze and gestures around the task. Access to the bodily information facilitated effective co-construction
of knowledge and real-time decision-making between the surgeons.
Similarly, Stevenson [32] used multiple webcams and a pen-andtablet system to support rich interactions in surgery related video
consultations. The researcher described that the pen-and-tablet
system helped in mediating gestures around the patient’s digital
records, which in turn provided patients with a better understanding of their symptoms and treatment. Besides, multiple webcams
supported rich bodily information related to body orientation, eye
gaze and attention space of the participants. These works present
important insights on how to enhance the conduct of clinical tasks
in video consultations, however, they are not related to physiotherapy consultations.
While there have been limited technical explorations for enhancing clinician-patient interactions in physiotherapy related video
consultations, there exists a significant literature on supporting
physical rehabilitation of patients [29]. Majority of these investigations aim to support patients at home during the rehabilitation
program or post-program to help them maintain their active routine
in the absence of physiotherapists [4, 12, 15, 31, 35]. While some
technologies provide ways to connect patients and physiotherapists
remotely [6, 15, 23], none of them is explicitly designed or evaluated to support clinician-patient interactions in video consultations
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of physiotherapy. The existing systems can be classified into two
categories: environmental tracking and on-body tracking.
In environmental tracking, patient’s movements are monitored
by arranging sensing technologies in the surroundings. Commercially available technologies like Playstations camera, Microsoft’s
Kinect and Wii-Fit Board are some examples of systems that have
been used to track patient’s movements [29].These systems although were not developed specifically for clinical purpose, their
low maintenance cost and ease of deployment have made them
a popular choice to understand the specifics of body movements.
Along the similar lines, Physio@Home [35] is a system that utilises
multiple Vicon motion tracking cameras to support arm and shoulder rehabilitation of patients at home. The laboratory evaluation of
the system with healthy participants highlighted that the system
guided accurate movements and participants performed least errors
in the presence of visual feedback offered by the system. Although
environmental tracking has benefits of being non-intrusive, it has
issues related to capturing dynamic movements and accurately
capturing certain body movements. For example, Wii board is suitable for standing postural exercises but cannot capture dynamic
movements like walking. On the other hand, the depth sensors of
Kinect have limitations in accurately capturing the fine-grained
movements, particularly, related to lower limbs [22, 29, 36].
To overcome the challenges of environmental tracking, researchers have explored on-body tracking, where the sensing units
are directly attached on the patient’s body to track their movements.
One common form for these systems include sensing bands that
patients can fasten to monitor movements of their affected parts.
For example, ArmSleeve [30] is one such system that aims to support the clinical tasks of occupational therapists by providing them
information of how much patients undergoing stroke rehabilitation
use their upper limbs in daily life. The sensing unit consists of three
bands that patients put on the wrist, elbow, and arm and shoulder
joint, of the affected arm. Similarly, Go-with-the-flow is another
system that is designed to improve the quality of life of patients
having chronic lower back pain by providing them audio feedback
on their everyday activities [31]. The system consists of two bands
that the patient wears to monitor the movements. Rehabilitation Visualisation System (RVS) is another system that provides real-time
feedback about the range of motion of patient’s knees [6]. PT Viz
system [5] also detects the bend angle of the knee, but it provides
the visual feedback directly on the wearable. Along the similar
lines, Automated Rehabilitation System (ARS) is another system
that helps physiotherapists in the clinic to monitor the recovery of
patients undergoing knee and hip replacement [23]. ARS consists
of a sensing band with inertial measurement units that captures
the patient’s posture and presents visual feedback as an animation
overlaid on the instructed motion visuals of the exercise. Evaluation of these systems have shown promising results on patient’s
recovery and their motivation to continuing an active routine.
While academic explorations are mainly limited to band shaped
wearables [14], several companies are developing smart clothing
and accessories to make on-body tracking more comfortable and
seamless. For instance, Sensoria socks and shoes are commercially
available systems that capture information related to the walking
and running pattern, e.g., speed, pace, cadence and foot landing
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along with physiological signals like heart rate and blood pressure. The captured data is presented on a mobile app to support
post-activity reflection. Although these systems are not specifically
designed for clinical use, they can be beneficial for people having
lower limb issues. For instance, a comparative study of the Sensoria socks and gait system traditionally used in the clinical setting
highlighted that the data captured by the socks is comparable with
the gait system [33].
In summary, the existing systems demonstrate the significant
potential of wearable technologies to support physical rehabilitation for patients, none of these systems are however, designed
specifically for video consultations. Additionally, less efforts are
made to develop and evaluate systems for lower limb rehabilitation
specially related to legs and feet, which are particularly more challenging to assess over video [1]. For instance, the subtle differences
in lower limb movements such as weight distribution and range of
foot movements are not mediated by the current video conferencing
tools. Also, focusing the camera on lower body is not a feasible
option as it limits other crucial bodily cues such as full body posture
and facial expressions (ibid.). As such, assessing lower limb issues
requires a significant understanding of the subtle differences both
in the affected body part as well as of the full body movements.
We designed SoPhy to support the needs of physiotherapists in
assessing and treating patients with lower limb issues during video
consultations. SoPhy was first evaluated in the lab with physiotherapy students [2] and then at a pediatric hospital with chronic pain
patients [3]. This paper reflects on the lessons we learnt across
different phases, from development to lab study and finally to field
evaluation of SoPhy. We describe key design decisions that made
SoPhy a useful tool for both patients and physiotherapist at the
hospital. Before describing the lessons learnt, we first describe the
design of SoPhy.

3

SOPHY: OUR SYSTEM

SoPhy (Socks for Physiotherapy) is a smart clothing system designed
to support lower limb assessment and treatment of patients in
physiotherapy related video consultations. It has two parts: (1)
a pair of socks for the patients containing three pressure sensors
placed at the sole and one Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) attached
on the bridge of the foot (Figure 2a); (2) a web-interface that presents
information related to weight distribution, foot orientation, and
range of movement to physiotherapists in real-time (Figure 2b).
Weight distribution is the amount of weight a person is bearing
on different parts of the foot e.g., on toes, balls and heel. Foot
orientation refers to the alignment of the foot in all four directions.
Finally, range of movement refers to the angular displacement of
foot in the upward (dorsiflexion) and downward (plantarflexion)
position.
In a video consultation, when the patient performs the prescribed
lower body exercises (e.g., squats, tip toes and walking) wearing
the SoPhy socks, the physiotherapist can see the movement related
information in real-time on the SoPhy web-interface (refer Figure
1).
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Figure 2: SoPhy system consists of two parts: (a) A pair of socks with sensors attached on the sole and bridge of the foot to
capture lower body movements of the patients. (b) A web-interface that presents visualization related to weight distribution,
foot orientation and range of foot movement.

Figure 3: Different phases of the project: SoPhy was developed in two phases. The system was first evaluated in the lab settings
before evaluating it with real patients at the hospital.

3.1

Design process

The idea of developing SoPhy was initiated in collaboration with the
Pain Management team of a pediatric hospital. The design process
began in the year 2015, was followed by a laboratory evaluation,
then followed by reiteration of the design and finally led by a field
evaluation at the collaborating hospital in 2017 (refer Figure 3). We
employed the human-centered design approach to develop SoPhy.
We worked closely with a physiotherapist (last author) from the
collaborating hospital to understand the needs of clinicians and
patients in video consultations. At the time of the development, he
had 25 years of practice experience, and was organizing regular
video consultations from five years at the collaborating hospital.
The collaborating physiotherapist was involved in all the phases
of the project. Table 1 shows the role of the collaborating physiotherapist across different phases. The design process was led by an
interdisciplinary team consisting of Computer Science Engineer,
Electrical and Electronics Engineer and Interaction Designers.
During the design phase, we explored several technologies for
capturing body movements, however none of these technologies
directly fulfilled our needs. For instance, the existing computer
vision-based systems such as Microsoft Xbox Kinect and Vicon
motion tracking cameras, have limitations in precisely capturing the
subtleties of movements related to the lower body, and hence were
discarded [22, 36]. Similarly, we did not consider the commercially
available devices like pressure mats, Wii-Fit board because they
were not sufficient to support the dynamicity of the physiotherapy

sessions. For instance, in a physiotherapy session, patients perform
a wide variety of exercises ranging from sitting down on the chair
to lying down on the floor [1] – these exercises are not possible
with Wii-Fit board. Moreover, we also did not have the option to
customize commercially available Sensoria socks and in-sole shoes
because their API was not open to use during the design phase
of this project. Finally, we chose to design a pair of sensing socks
because: (1) socks are lightweight, hence comfortable to wear during
exercises. (2) Socks conform to the body, hence can precisely capture
fine details of the body movements. (3) And lastly, socks move along
with the patient and is therefore, suitable to capture a wide variety
of movements like sitting, walking, squats and hopping.
The development happened in two phases. In the first phase, the
socks and web-interface went through multiple iterations to develop a functional system. This phase was followed by a laboratory
evaluation, where we evaluated the use of SoPhy with postgraduate
physiotherapy students. Figure 9 shows the version of SoPhy that
was used in lab study. To understand the utility of SoPhy for physiotherapists, we simulated the setting of video consultations across
two rooms and compared the use of SoPhy against the standard
video consultation practice. Details of the design rationale and laboratory evaluation are available in [2]. This study confirmed that
SoPhy enhanced the ability of participants in assessing lower body
movements over video. The study also highlighted certain issues
with SoPhy that motivated further refinement of SoPhy.
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Table 1: The project started with the development of SoPhy and concluded with the field evaluation. The collaborating physiotherapist was involved in all the phases.
Phases
Development 1

Lab evaluation
Development 2
Field evaluation

Role of the physiotherapist
•Discussion on the relevance of the chosen bodily cues
•Discussion on the placement and calibration of sensors for different foot sizes
•Role playing as a patient and physiotherapist to check the use of socks
•Feedback on the visualization and web-interface layouts
•Feedback on the study design and questionnaires developed for data collection
•Discussion on the issues found in the lab study and brainstorming the potential solutions
•Role playing as a patient and physiotherapist to check the use of SoPhy
•Feedback on the iterations of socks and visualization layouts
•Managed the review of ethics application by different departments within the hospital
•Feedback on the study design
•Assistance in getting access to hospital resources like rooms, computer systems and Wi-Fi access, for
conducting the study

The second phase aimed at resolving the issues discovered in
the laboratory evaluation and in preparing the system for field deployments. Both the socks and web-interface went through another
set of iterations. Finally, the system was evaluated in real video
consultations at the collaborating hospital, where it was used by
the collaborating physiotherapist and three patients for five months
[3]. Figure 2 shows the version of SoPhy that was used in field study.
All patients had different chronic pain condition associated with
lower limbs. SoPhy was used in six consultations: the first patient
used SoPhy in two consultations, the second patient used it in three
consultations and the third patient used the system in one consultation. The collaborating physiotherapist not only recruited these
patients based upon their needs and suitability to try the system
but also decided when to use the system with every patient. This
study highlighted that SoPhy increased the diagnostic confidence
of the physiotherapist and guided more accurate assessment of the
patients. Also, it helped both the physiotherapist and the patients
to refine the therapy goals and make them more appropriate to the
patient’s current health status.
We also acknowledge that much more efforts are required to see
SoPhy becoming a part of clinical practice at hospitals. We were
able to conduct a field study of SoPhy in a hospital setting, through
which we could understand how the system fits the needs of the
physiotherapists, patients and care context. However, this is only
the first step towards changing clinical practice. As discussed by
Blandford [10], further work is required to move from successful
HCI research towards clinical practice. Crucial next steps include
further research to establish the clinical effectiveness and costeffectiveness of SoPhy at a larger scale, to establish that the medical
device is safe through FDA approval, and to integrate the system
with the existing clinical systems.

4

OUR REFLECTIONS

Based on the knowledge gained from the development of SoPhy
as well as from the evaluation of SoPhy both in lab and hospital
settings, we discuss 7 lessons to guide further development of smart
clothing for healthcare.

4.1

Prioritize patient’s comfort over aesthetics

Comfort and aesthetics both are key parameters for smart clothing
and wearable technology [13, 19]. In our design, we prioritized
patient’s comfort over aesthetics because the system was meant to
be used by patients who are already in pain. Patients with chronic
pain are cautious to try new things on their affected body part
due to the fear of discomfort or pain. Our decision to develop a
comfortable pair of socks informed our choice of socks (refer Figure
4 for different iterations of the socks). In the first iteration, we tried
to capture pressure values on each toe to get rich data about weight
distribution pattern, for which we used 5-toed socks (see Figure
4a). However, given the small surface area of toes, sewing pressure
sensors on toes was challenging because it caused short-circuiting
of the connections around LilyPad. Also, the 5-toed sock prototype
was uncomfortable to wear, as sewing sensors on the socks made
it less stretchable particularly around the toes. Having stretchable
socks was an important factor because patients with lower body
issues may have a swollen foot or toes, or increased sensitivity to
touch. Consequently, we switched to using regular socks from 5toed socks. The choice of socks also reduced the number of pressure
sensors, and we chose three sensors: one on each ball and one on
the heel (see Figure 4e for the final sock design).
Designing for comfort also influenced the choice of electronic
components for developing socks. Consequently, certain design decisions contradicted with the strategies of developing a smart clothing system. As an example, we utilized Arduino ProMini instead
of the microcontrollers like LilyPad that are designed specifically
for smart clothing. LilyPads are visually more appealing and have
more space to make thread-based connections. We tried LilyPad in
the first iteration with 5-toed socks; however, its large size, circular
shape a’ solid printed circuit board made the sock uncomfortable.
We then used Arduino ProMini as it is smaller in size, and hence
supported a compact design of the socks. Besides, the rectangular
shape of the board also adjusted well on the foot and did not move
with any foot movements.
Using Arduino ProMini in turn, raised certain issues, which
further challenged the notion of a smart clothing system. ProMini
board raised the issue of short-circuiting as the pins on the board
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Figure 4: Different iterations of the socks: (a) The first iteration included a 5-toed sock using LilyPad. Later, we switched to
normal socks and used different arrangements of the conductive wires (b) and external clothes (c). The final design shown in
(e) used a combination of the conductive threads and wires.

Figure 5: Arduino board was appropriated across different iterations to develop a comfortable pair of socks. Different types of
extensions were made with the conductive pins (a) and conductive wires (b), (c).
are very close to each other. To create distant thread connections
for the sensors, we altered the board with thin conductive wires and
hard conductive pins (refer Figure 5), which contradicted with the
basics of smart clothing where conductive threads are mainly used
for making connections on clothes. However, the extensions on
the board helped us in developing a comfortable pair of socks. We
explored different ways to make connections, e.g., in one iteration,
we made direct wired connections between sensors and Arduino;
However, we dropped the idea because wires made the socks bulky
and less appealing (Figure 4b).
In the final iteration, we used a combination of wired extension
and thread connections and attached the Arduino board and other
components (like resistors and Bluetooth shield) on another piece
of cloth (see Figure 6). Making the connections on the external
cloth made the socks more comfortable as the wearer did not feel
any attachment moving on their foot. Not feeling the attachment
is one of the important parameters of creating comfortable smart
clothing [13]. In the field study, none of the patients mentioned
any comfort issues with the SoPhy socks. One important point to
note here is that aesthetics plays a crucial role in defining the social
acceptance of a smart clothing [13, 19]. We did not explore the
social acceptance as SoPhy was used only in the hospital and home
of the patients.

Figure 6: Most of the electronic components like Arduino
board and resistors were placed on an external cloth. This
arrangement helped in developing both comfortable and
stretchable sock prototype.

4.2

Design for varied bodies

Patients with chronic pain may have swelling in their affected body
part. The swelling may differ at different times of the treatment.
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Figure 7: Examples of insertables used for sewing the socks: (a) thermocol balls, (b) water bottle, and (c) foot mannequin. Of
all the three options, the foot mannequin helped in creating socks with proper location of sensors.
Hence, the smart clothing should be able to accommodate different
body structures [21]. Generally, the size of the socks is defined based
on the length of the foot as large, medium and small. Other factors
such as the width of the foot and the length of the toes are not
considered, as the socks are stretchable to accommodate different
foot structures. However, they became important to consider while
designing for a swollen foot. Hence, our goal was to design for
different foot structures.
Firstly, we carefully chose the material of the socks that could
accommodate different foot structures. We looked at different materials like spandex, lycra, elastane and nylon that are popularly
used in commercial smart clothing systems. While these materials
are stretchable and could support accurate monitoring of data for
different foot structures, they however are not breathable. Patients
with chronic pain are fearful of putting on any tight fitting or compression clothing on their affected body part. After discussing with
the collaborating physiotherapist, we chose socks made of cotton
material as they are comfortable and breathable.
Developing stretchable socks was a significant challenge as
stretchability of a garment tends to reduce when we sew electronics on it. For developing a stretchable prototype, we used different
objects to insert in the socks during the sewing trial (refer Figure 7).
In the first iteration with 5-toed socks, we utilised thermocol balls
(refer Figure 7a). However, the generated shape was sufficient only
for a small foot size because the thermocol balls are smaller in size
and are too soft to produce significant stretch. Also, the small size
thermocol balls are difficult to handle, and filing them in the socks
required a long time. The time investment made it problematic to
test the sock for new connections during the sewing trial - regular
testing is essential to resolve any sewing errors like short-circuits.
We, therefore looked for objects that are easier to remove and support multiple testing during the development. In one iteration, we
used a water bottle to stretch the socks (refer Figure 7b); However,
the bottle deformed the sock shape and resulted in dislocation of
the sensors from the target location.
Later, we utilized a foot mannequin (refer Figure 7c), as it provides a good estimation of the location and supported easy sewing.

While the mannequin offered a good solution to design for different
foot length, it was not sufficient to develop socks for different foot
width. The connections were prone to break when people with different foot structure tried the socks. On investigating deeper as well
as learning from previous work [36], we realized that horizontal
yarn of a sock makes it stretchable, and all the horizontal connections that we created to sew the electronics made the socks less
stretchable and caused breakage issue. Hence, in later iterations,
we created all the horizontal connections, particularly near the
Arduino board, over a piece of cloth and not directly on the socks
(refer Figure 6); Whereas all vertical connections were made with
the conductive thread on the socks. Additionally, some extra thread
was left in each horizontal connection to accommodate different
foot structures, which was hidden underneath the external cloth.
Designers could also consider creating a pouch type structure to
create better fitting of the socks around the affected foot, as shown
in Figure 8. Socks can have different threads (like shoelaces) that
are tightened or loosened across different areas as per the patient’s
condition. This will help in achieving the right fitting of the socks,
which is required for accurate monitoring.

4.3

Identify possible variations between
textbook knowledge and clinical practice

While designing SoPhy, we also found a mismatch in the knowledge between the physiotherapy students and physiotherapists
practicing at the hospital. Due to the limited availability of physiotherapists at the collaborating hospital, we first evaluated the
design of SoPhy in the lab with postgraduate physiotherapy students. For the lab evaluation, the SoPhy web-interface presented
range of foot movements as numerical values between 0 to 10 (refer
Figure 9b). This visualization was designed along with the collaborating physiotherapist, where the numerical values represented the
displacement of foot in four directions - upward, downward and
sideways. However, the physiotherapy students in the lab study
found the numerical values confusing because they described measuring the foot range as an angular displacement. They described
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Figure 8: Pouch design for socks to accommodate changing foot condition. Socks can have different threads that are tightened
or loosened as per the patient’s needs.

Figure 9: Design of the SoPhy system used in the lab study.
foot range as a critical information that they regularly measure
using a tool called Goniometer to assess the patient’s recovery.
After the lab evaluation, we discussed the findings of the laboratory study with the collaborating physiotherapist and found
the difference in the real practice. The physiotherapist described
that Goniometer is although a useful assessment tool, it is less
meaningful than direct observations of the patient’s movements.
With experience, observation skills of the physiotherapists improve
and then observations become more reliable, as they can observe
both the unconscious movements of patients like standing from a
chair or walking in the room, and the specific conscious exercises
like squats or tip toes. Hence, presenting the range of movement
values either as numbers or angular displacement was fine for him

because he would mainly refer to the difference in the values. Following the discussion, we revised the web-interface in the second
phase and changed the presentation of range of movement with
the commonly known measurement, i.e., angular displacement, so
that the visualization remains clear to physiotherapists irrespective of their experience (refer Figure 2b for the revised design). It
is therefore important to identify such differences in the practice
in order to find the best way ahead. Collaborating with clinicians
from the beginning of the development is the key to understand
the differences.
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Figure 10: A visualisation sketch with movement data of each foot separately presented on the video stream. This option was
discarded in the design phase as it did not support easy comparison between both feet.

4.4

Support comparison-based reflection on
sensor data

Domains like Physiotherapy are largely driven by clinician’s subjective assessment, where factors like patient observations, verbal
confirmation from the patients, and their prior experience - all help
clinicians in formulating their assessment. Technological advancements are however, bringing a shift in their clinical practice by
providing objective data about patient’s physiological signals like
movements or heart rate data [28]. Since the objective data like
numbers and graphs are not easy to interpret, designers should
provide comparison-based reflection on the sensor data.
The collaborating physiotherapist guided us to design a comparisonbased interface for SoPhy to better support their practice. He described that physiotherapists understand the patient’s recovery
by comparing the movements of the affected foot with the good
foot. He emphasized that the visualisation for both feet should be
placed together to compare the sensor values, as the absolute values of these sensors does not hold any meaning. Rather it is the
comparison of the values that would highlight the difference in
the patient’s foot movements. Keeping both the feet together ruled
out some options for presenting data that we initially considered.
For example, taking inspiration from prior works [5, 23], we also
thought to split the visualisation for both feet and render it directly
on the video stream, as shown in Figure 10. However, we dismissed
this idea as it did not support easy comparison of both feet. Hence,
we presented visualisation of the weight distribution and range
of movements on separate pair of foot sketches (refer Figure 2b
for the final design of the SoPhy web-interface). For instance, for
weight distribution, the sketch of the feet from underneath clearly
presented the distribution of weight on each foot, and having both
feet together helped the clinicians to understand the patient’s recovery through comparison. Similarly, to present data related to
range of foot movements, we used foot sketches with a side view
as this arrangement allowed easy comparison of the range values
for both feet.

4.5

Embrace the constraints of smart clothing

Strong and colleagues [34] argued that all affordances come with
some constraints. In our case, while smart clothing provided the
affordance of continuous monitoring for a dynamic setup like physiotherapy session, it also offered certain constraints of hiding the
patient’s affected body part (feet). The lab study highlighted that
the sock interfered in the visual assessment that physiotherapists
conducted through the video stream (Figure 9a shows the SoPhy
socks used in the lab study). They found it challenging to observe
the movements of the patient’s foot and toes from within the socks.
Such movements help physiotherapists to understand the patient’s
recovery, their pain level and the efforts required to perform the
movement. We designed SoPhy socks because being conformed
to the body, socks can precisely capture subtleties of lower body
movements that are otherwise challenging to observe in a video
consultation [1]. While a sock system would always limit the visual assessment to some extent, we found that the problem was
aggravated by two other factors: Firstly, the socks used for the lab
study were loose fitting, which concealed the foot contours of the
patients. Secondly, the socks were grey in colour, which merged
with the carpet colour. In the second phase of the development,
we revised the design of the socks to overcome these issues. For
instance, to reveal the contours of the foot through SoPhy socks, we
chose stretchable socks made of cotton material. We also thought
of using a stretch fabric like spandex to make the foot contours
visible; however, we did not use such material as body-fitting material may cause discomfort for patients with a swollen or sensitive
foot. Additionally, we also developed two sizes - medium and large,
to achieve proper fitting with the socks in the field deployments.
Finally, we utilised bright colours such as blue and pink to increase
the visibility of the SoPhy socks over video.
No matter what measures are taken, smart clothing will hide
the concerned body part partially or completely. However, owing
to the possibilities smart clothing offers in sensing physiological
data, it is important to acknowledge the constraints and find ways
to support the required task. Knowing the limitations of the SoPhy
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Figure 11: In the field study, the collaborating physiotherapist (Phil) found different use of SoPhy with different patients
depending upon their condition. (a) With patient A, SoPhy was used for the entire consultation. Phil used SoPhy to highlight
the differences in her weight distribution pattern while sitting and motivated her to try distributing equal weight throughout
the foot (b) With patient B, SoPhy was used specifically for one activity in the entire session. Phil used SoPhy along with a
weighing scale to better understand her weight bearing patterns on her affected foot while standing. (c) With patient C, SoPhy
was used only for a couple of minutes. Phil used SoPhy to highlight how much weight C should be bearing on her affected
foot. Because of her irritable condition, she was suggested to only fill yellow colour on the balls of her right foot.
socks in the field study, the physiotherapist used the sock either for
a part of the consultation or for the full session depending upon
the patient’s condition and the therapy goals. The physiotherapist
asked the patients to remove the socks when he wanted to assess
the patient’s condition, e.g., swelling or redness in the affected
foot. Figure 11 shows different use cases of SoPhy from the field
deployments at the hospital [3].

4.6

Integrate and design to match hospital
practice

Blandford and others [9–11, 18] have extensively discussed the challenges of working in a health setting that can potentially delay the
process of field evaluation and describe some strategies to manage
it from the beginning of the project. Following these works, we
also tried to integrate the hospital practice in the design of SoPhy
to make field evaluation of the system feasible in the later phase.
Consequently, we closely worked with the collaborating physiotherapist to understand both the hospital and clinician’s practise.
For instance, clinicians at the collaborating hospital use two screens
during video consultations – one for the video stream, and another
to check the patient’s medical records. Following the suggestion
of the collaborating physiotherapist, we presented the SoPhy visualisation on a separate screen so that it does not affect the video
stream of the patient. The collaborating physiotherapist described
that the video stream is his main source of assessing the patients.
Presenting the visualisation and video stream together on the same
screen would clutter the patient’s video stream and would have
influenced the physiotherapist’s visual assessment. Additionally,

augmenting the video stream with the data visualisation would
have also raised the issue of data privacy. For instance, the video
conferencing tools used at the hospital follow encrypted and secured data communication to ensure privacy of the patient, which
was challenging to achieve with a research prototype.
Not only the prototype, we also designed the study protocol
around the hospital practice and took some decisions that were not
directly relevant to the study aims but were required to conduct the
study. Firstly, although the study aimed at understanding the use of
SoPhy in video consultations, we also conducted field deployments
of SoPhy in face-to-face consultations. This decision was driven by
the hospital guideline, where all new devices are first introduced
to the patients in the face-to-face setting before using them in
video consultations. Giving a short demonstration of SoPhy prior to
conducting a video consultation was not considered feasible by the
hospital staff because the chronic pain patients typically follow a
complex psychological and physical condition. Hence, the study was
designed such that all the patients first used SoPhy in a face-to-face
consultation and then in a video consultation. Secondly, the study
was simulated across two rooms at the hospital with patients who
were coming to the hospital for face-to-face consultations, and not
with those patients who live remotely and essentially adopt video
consultations. We took this decision because the hospital ethics
committee did not allow the research team to go to the patient’s
home for conducting the study. Also, SoPhy socks were not ready
for the unsupervised use and required constant technical support.
Hence, mailing the socks to the patient’s address was also not a
feasible option. Even though the study was not conducted at the
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patient’s home, the sessions involved real patients interacting with
their physiotherapist over video about an actual medical condition.
The sessions progressed naturally and followed the duration of
standard video consultations.

4.7

Understand hospital procedures prior to
ethics submission

From our prior experience of working in hospital setting in other
projects [1, 30] as well as from the existing literature [11, 18], we
were aware of the fact that getting hospital ethics clearance for
an external project is time and resource intensive. Having the collaborating physiotherapist on board from the start of the design
phase however, significantly helped us in this project. He was able
to vouch for the utility of the system, which contributed to the
device acceptance both by the hospital staff and the patients. Prior
to submitting our ethics application, we systematically list the resources that were needed to evaluate SoPhy at the hospital, and
strategically met (physically or digitally) a representative of the
corresponding hospital department to discuss this study. Consequently, we discussed the project and the ethics application with
the head of the collaborating department, telehealth coordinator
of the hospital, research coordinator of the collaborating department, other physiotherapists at the collaborating department with
research background and IT representative.
These discussions not only helped us to understand the potential
challenges prior to the submission but also helped us to develop
strategies to resolve them. For instance, as patients were required to
wear the SoPhy socks, we discussed our application with the device
committee and the hygiene committee. We realized that hygiene
was a significant issue with SoPhy as the socks cannot be washed
due to the embedded electronics, which raised the issue of causing
infections. We managed this challenge by asking patients to wear a
thin stocking underneath SoPhy socks to dismiss any direct touch
with different bodies. We also wiped out the socks (leaving the
electronics) with a disinfectant after every use. Besides, we also
understood the correct language to talk about a technology focused
research project in hospital settings and other internal communication resources such as the correct ethics application template,
importance of feedback on ethics application, and the working
style of the hospital staff (e.g., timing to contact and preferred mode
of communication). For a faster outcome, approval from multiple
people was sought in parallel. At the end of this rigorous process,
we developed a strong study protocol with clear description of the
resources needed from the hospital and pre-approvals from the
concerned authorities. Finally, the application was approved by the
hospital ethics committee within two weeks.
The wait involved in the ethics approval also brings another
challenge that the electronics used in the system get outdated and
better options are available in the market. This can bring designers
in dilemma whether to update the system with the new electronics.
However, the research team needs to remind themselves that the
technology will keep on changing continuously. Our aim with testing a technology is not to test a particular electronic component but
rather we are testing the whole concept of introducing a technology in the otherwise limited research context. Besides, better speed
or accuracy does not change the user experience significantly in
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healthcare settings, rather it is how the system supports the unmet
needs of patients and clinicians.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reflected on the journey of a smart clothing product from its development to its evaluation in laboratory and in
hospital. This journey brought forward seven key lessons that we
think could be useful for HCI researchers as well as practitioners
interested in developing a successful smart clothing system for
hospital use. We highlighted the importance of collaboration and
involving a health practitioner right from the early stages of the
development. In our work, the physiotherapist brought immense
value and knowledge to the project which we could not have obtained otherwise. His support not only helped us to understand the
practice of physiotherapy in real world settings, but also helped us
to design a smart clothing product that caters to the needs of both
the patients with chronic pain and the hospital protocols. Had the
socks been uncomfortable to wear or not accommodative of the
varying foot structures, none of the patients would have shown
interest in trying out a new smart clothing prototype. Similarly,
if the physiotherapist did not know the constraints of SoPhy beforehand, he would not have engaged with the system in his time
and resource critical consultations. Finally, collaborating with a
physiotherapist helped us in resolving issues between the textual
knowledge and actual practice; designing a system that adheres
to the hospital procedures, and getting access to the required resources at the hospital to satisfy all the procedures of the ethics
clearance.
Through these lessons, we extend the prior literature on working in hospital settings [9–11, 18]. We describe the significance of
collaborating with clinicians to develop technologies for hospital
use and provided specific examples on how collaboration could lead
to development and evaluation of a research prototype in hospital
settings. We believe these lessons will offer valuable knowledge
because they emphasize on the crucial factors of creating a usable
healthcare technology (e.g., patient’s condition, clinician’s practice
and hospital protocols) [16, 26], and utilize technical challenges
only to build narrative around them. With the change in technical components, the narrative of designers may change but the
important factors of working in health settings will still remain
valid.
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